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Increase in Incidents of Explosions, Action against Anti-election 

Activities  

 
Vehicular movement resumed partially on the third day of the bandh 

organized by CPN-M with the view to foil the election. Incidents of 

explosive devices being abandoned in public places and blasts have 

continued.  

 

Stating that cruel and inhuman violent incidents, including explosions 
targeted at election programs and vehicles and efforts to murder people 

have taken place in some parts, the government has condemned such 

acts.  

 

An unidentified group detonated cylinder bomb in Pithuwa VDC in 
Chitwan causing damage to the VDC building. The bomb disposal team of 

Nepal Army deactivated bombs in Jorpati bazaar of Tangkhuwa VDC-9 and 
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the border between Ankhisalla and Belhara VDC in Dhankuta. Nepal 

Army defused bombs kept in two places while a bomb went off in another 

place in Dhading. Two bombs kept by an unidentified group in Chhirkane 
and Belbhanjyang along the Prithvi highway in Ghhasikuwa VDC were 

defused by Nepal Army in Tanahun.  CPN-M cadres hurled petrol bomb at 

a truck heading towards Butwal from Palpa in Dhaireni of Chididpani VDC-

6 in Palpa. 

 
Similarly, an unidentified group detonated bomb at the UCPN-M party 

office in Gaidakot VDC of Nawalparasi. Bomb disposal team of Nepal 

Army deactivated petrol bomb targeting NC poll candidate from 

constituency no. 2 Radhechand Prasad Yadab in Bara. Nepal Army 

defused four bombs kept in various parts of Dharan Municipality in 

Sunsari. An unidentified group detonated bomb in Salleriban of 
Purandhara VDC-3 in Dang. Bomb disposal team of Nepal Army defused 

the cylinder bomb kept behind the wall of the regional office of Nepal 

Drinking Water Corporation in Nepalgunj Municipality-16 of Banke. A 

bomb went off near the UCPN-M assembly venue in Katari bazaar of Katari 

VDC in Udaypur.  
 

 

Action against Anti-Election Activities 

Reports of arrests of some persons on charge of carrying out anti-election 

activities in various places have been received. Nepal Police informed that 
CPN-M cadres were involved in most incidents of explosions said to be 

carried out by unidentified groups. The CPN-M which has announced for 

boycott of Constituent Assembly (CA) election has decided to take anti-

election activities ahead strongly. This indicates that violent activities 

might increase.  

 
Saying that the anti-election campaign of CPN-M led alliance infringes the 

people's right to vote, the Supreme Court issued an interim order to 

immediately call off the ongoing bandh called by the group. Arrests of 

CPN-M cadres on charge of being involved in anti-election activities in 

various parts have increased. One CPN-M cadre was arrested Kaski, two 
in Khotang, 10 in Chitwan, one in Kailali, one in Morang, two in 

Sankhuwasabha, five in Rukum, one in Tanahun, five in Jhapa and 

one in Ilam. 

 

Parties Violate Election Code of Conduct 
Political parties who are busy in election campaign have not stopped 

violating election code of conduct. Out of 41 incidents of violation of 

election CoC received by the secretariat of CCCE today, UCPN-M is 
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involved in 12 incidents, CPN-M in 7, NC in two and other parties in 1 

each. Point 32 of the CA election code of conduct restricts use of children 

in rally, demonstration, mass assembly, meeting while point 35 prohibits 
holding election programs in schools and school premises. Violating both 

provisions, CPN-ML used children in Achham while UCPN-M used children 

for election publicity in Kaski and Syangja. UML held an election 

assembly in Tehrathum.  

 
Out of 41 incidents of violation of election CoC, 16 incidents are against 

point 30 which restricts obstructions in election campaigns of one political 

party by another and 15 incidents are against point 29.  

 

The CCCE has also received news of political parties disrupting each 

other's election assemblies. UML and Federal Socialist Party cadres have 
clashe din Khuwaphog VDC in Dhankuta. Cadres of the poll-opposing 

alliance have torched the motorcycle belonging to RPP candidate from 

constituency no. 1 Premraj Thamsuhang while it was parked at Buduk in 

Nangin VDC-7 in Panchthar.  

 
Likewise, UML and YCL cadres have clased in Lamidanda VDC of Dolakha. 

UCPN-M cadres who were returning after conducting an election campaign 

in Puntura of Jogbuda VDC-1 clashed with NC cadres in Dadeldhura. 

UCPN-M and NC cadres clashed in Maidi VDC-1 in Dhading. Rastriya Jana 

Morcha cadres took four UCPN-M cadres in control accusing them of 
distributing computers with the intention to influence voters in Baglung.  

 


